Android devices are now supplied with support for the Android Open Accessory mode. The mode allows USB peripherals to be connected to the Android device even though the only USB port may be a USB peripheral port. There may be instances when a USB peripheral device, based on a FTDI USB Bridge Chip, needs to connect to the Android Device. This application note describes how to program the FTDI Vinculum II IC as both an Android Open Accessory and a host to a FT232-based device.
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1 Introduction

Android devices come in many styles. Often time, the only wired communication port available is a USB peripheral. Since there is no USB host function, there is no means to connect another USB peripheral to the Android device. Current Android devices have a protocol called Android Open Accessory (AOA) to allow connection of a USB host device that follows the protocol.

The USB Host / Peripheral relationship is maintained, however, the logical function of the connection is reversed. The Android device and USB Host use the AOA protocol to allow the Android device to have control over the USB host.

There are also many FTDI-based USB peripherals on the market today and they cannot directly connect to an Android device without a USB Host or OTG port. This application note describes how to program the FTDI Vinculum II (VNC2) USB Host / Slave Controller to provide a connection from a FTDI USB Bridge peripheral to an Android device.

1.1 Overview

The VNC2 has two USB ports that can be configured as Host or Peripheral. In this example, both ports are configured as USB host. The AOA driver is attached to USB1 while the FT232 Host driver is attached to USB2. Once both connections are properly identified and established, a bi-directional data path is established between the two USB ports.

Figure 1.1 - Android to FT232R through VNC2
In order to generate and view data on the Android device, the FTDI AOA HyperTerm application is automatically run upon connection and identification of the VNC2. Similarly, a US232R USB-RS232 cable based on the FT232R is connected to a PC motherboard RS232 COM port and runs a terminal application such as CoolTerm.

Any data present received by the AOA port is copied to the FT232 device. Any data received by the FT232 device is copied to the AOA port.

Unplugging either USB port will cause the VNC2 to halt. LEDs are used for various status events, such as USB port connection, a “heartbeat” while both ports are active, and error conditions.

1.2 Scope

The reader is expected to be familiar with the VNC2 Toolchain IDE. The Vinculum project utilizes several UART modes, though exhaustive error checking is omitted in order to demonstrate the key elements of the connection between the two USB ports. Familiarity with Android devices, the FT232R, and device driver installation is also assumed. Generation of an Android application is not covered in this project.
2 Required Equipment

1) Microsoft Windows PC with the VNC2 Toolchain installed
2) V2-EVAL board with 32-, 48- or 64-pin VNC2 daughter-card
3) FT232R or FT232B-based USB to RS232 adapter (e.g. US232R-10) for connection to the VNC2*
4) PC motherboard COM port or a second USB to RS232 adapter for connection to the PC*
5) DE-9S to DE-9S standard null-modem cable*
6) CoolTerm or similar serial terminal program to run on the PC
7) Android device with Android Open Accessory support – this covers most current devices although the VNC2 AOA mode does not support an embedded hub within the Android device.
8) FTDI AOA HyperTerm application from the Google Play Store installed on the Android Device
9) The source code for this project may be downloaded here

* A “FTDI USB Null Modem Cable” can replace the PC motherboard port, the US232R and null modem cable with one product.

2.1 Connections

1) In order to ensure that the V2-EVAL has sufficient power for both USB host ports, be sure to use the external power supply that is provided with the V2-EVAL board.
2) Open the AN_323.vproj in the VNC2 Toolchain IDE.
3) Compile the project and load the firmware into the V2-EVAL.
4) Run the project through the debugger, or press the RESET button on the V2-EVAL board.
5) Connect USB1 to the Android device using a USB-A to micro-B cable.
6) Connect a FT232-based USB-to-Serial adapter to USB2.
7) Connect the RS232-side of the USB-to-Serial adapter to a PC RS232 COM port with the null-modem cable – either motherboard- or USB-to-Serial based.

When first started, LED1 on the V2-EVAL will blink at 10Hz. This is an indication that the firmware is awaiting connection of the USB ports.

Once both USB ports are connected, the LEDs next to both USB ports will come on solid. LED1 will go off, indicating that it is awaiting the serial configuration string (baud rate, number of stop bits, number of data bits/byte, parity and flow control).

If LED1 starts flashing at 20Hz, an error occurred with the Android connection. Disconnect the Android USB port, reset the VNC2 and start again.

At this point, the Android device should recognize the connection to the VNC2 as AOA mode and ask to start the FTDI AOA HyperTerm app. Approve this query.

Once the Android terminal application starts, a message will be displayed to send the serial parameters configuration string. Tap “Settings”. Select the port settings that match the RS232 port that will be enabled next.

At the host PC, start a terminal program, such as CoolTerm. Select the appropriate port number and match all of the settings to those chosen for the Android terminal program. Connect to the port.

Now both ends of the communication path are configured and ready. As a quick check, type some text on each terminal. The typed characters should appear on the opposite end. File transfers can also be checked.

In order to end the program, simply unplug either USB port from the V2-EVAL. If the FT232 is disconnected first, a disconnect notice will be displayed on the Android terminal. Once either port is disconnected, LED1 is turned on solid. In order to run this example again, reset the VNC2 and re-connect the USB ports.
3 Firmware Discussion

For this project, the VNC2 Toolchain New Project Wizard was used to generate the initial files:

- AOAtoFT232_iomux.c – the firmware file used to define the VNC2 pins.
- AOAtoFT232.h – the main header file
- AOAtoFT232.c – the main firmware file

3.1 AOAtoFT232_iomux.c

This file contains pin assignments for the I/O pins used by a project. The New Project Wizard will fill in the default pin assignment as noted in the VNC2 Datasheet. For simplicity, all assignments from the project wizard were deleted, except for the actually required pins.

Only three GPIO pins are needed for LED indication. Since the VNC2 is available in three pin-counts, three sections are used to define the LEDs on each size of VNC2. This way, any VNC2 daughter card for the V2-EVAL can be used to achieve the same output.

An additional pin for each VNC2 size is defined as pin 199 for the debug interface. The debug interface is physically on pin 11 on the three available sizes. The Toolchain interprets the pin 199 assignment as pin 11.

The IOMux setup is called only once while the main() function is executing.

3.2 AOAtoFT232.h

This file contains the required header references for the chosen VNC2 drivers and defines peripheral numbers for each primary and layered driver. The New Project Wizard created this file and no modifications were required.

3.3 AOAtoFT232.c

This file is the primary source of the routines needed to accomplish the desired task. There are four defined functions:

3.3.1 main()

The firmware execution starts here. While main() is running, no other threads have started. The job of main() is to

- configure all of the pins
- setup the threads
- initialize the peripherals
- start the scheduler

Once the scheduler is started, the underlying Vinculum Operating System (VOS) takes control and main() spins in an idle loop until the VNC2 is reset.

3.3.2 connect()

By virtue of locking two mutexes just before starting the scheduler in main(), the connect() thread is the only one that starts when the scheduler is started. This thread assigns the AOA identification strings, initializes the USB ports and the FT232.

The Android Open Accessory protocol uses an "intent filter" – a mechanism of identifying the attached accessory and automatically starting an application that corresponds to the accessory. For this project, the Android device uses the "FTDI AOA HyperTerm" application that is available from the Google Play Store. Since the FTDI AOA HyperTerm app is written to recognize the FTDI FT311D and FT312D dedicated AOA chips, this project programs the VNC2 to have the same strings to allow direct interaction of the Android application with the VNC2 AOA libraries.
The strings consist of the following parameters:

```c
char *manufacturer = "FTDI\0";  // Android Open Accessory ID strings
char *model = "FTDIUARTDemo\0";
char *description = "Vinculum Accessory Test\0";
char *version = "1.0\0";
char *uri = "http://www.ftdichip.com\0";
char *serial = "VinculumAccessory\0";
```

The `connect()` thread waits until both ports are connected with the correct devices (USB1 to the Android device and USB2 to the FT232). Once both USB ports are occupied, a message prompting the user to send the AOA terminal port configuration is displayed on the AOA terminal. Once the configuration is sent, the `connect()` thread interprets the configuration data into the required settings for the FT232 drivers and passes those settings onto the FT232.

The `connect()` thread then unlocks both mutexes and spins in a loop while checking the connection status of both USB ports. If one of the USB ports is unplugged, it will drop out of the loop, make all the necessary disconnections and halt the VNC2.

### 3.3.3 atof()

The `atof()` thread performs the sole function of reading data entered at the Android terminal program and copies it to the FT232 for transmission out of the UART TXD pin.

It is important to note that the Android Open Accessory driver for the VNC2 does not have a queue status IOCTL call, so no checks for available data are necessary. In order to receive data from the Android device, a `vos_dev_read()` is executed. This read will block until data is received, up to the size of the buffer used in the call.

Once data is received, it is then transmitted to the FT232 through a `vos_dev_write()`.

The read/write sequence is repeated until the `connect()` thread senses a USB unplug event and halts the VNC2.

### 3.3.4 ftoa()

The `ftoa()` thread sends data in the opposite direction from the `atof()` function, reading from the data received by the FT232 on the RXD pin and sending it to the Android device.

Unlike the AOA read, the FT232 read does have a data available IOCTL call. Since the `vos_dev_read()` is a blocking call, only the number of bytes available from the IOCTL call should be requested.

This loop is slightly longer than `atof()` since the presence of data from the FT232 is checked. If data is present, it is then read with `vos_dev_read()` and copied to the Android device with `vos_dev_write()`.
4 Conclusion

There may be instances when a FTDI-based USB peripheral needs to connect to an Android device. Possible applications would be an external GPS, card scanner, fingerprint reader, or simply a serial port as shown here. This application note shows how such a connection can be made with any size Vinculum II (VNC2) chip without any special activity, such as rooting, on the Android device. Standard Google Play applications can also be used.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOA</td>
<td>Android Open Accessory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light Emitting Diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UART</td>
<td>Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB</td>
<td>Universal Serial Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB-IF</td>
<td>USB Implementers Forum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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